
Analysis - Feedback from Parents regarding the Syllabus

Rating

[The course objectives are 
clear and reflected in the 
syllabus]

[The course is well 
organized (e.g. teaching 
hours, content flow, etc.)]

[Proper emphasis is given on 
fundamentals, coverage of 
modern/advanced topics, good balance 
between theory and application]

[Course is well 
structured to achieve 
the learning 
outcomes]

[The books/reference 
materials prescribed 
are relevant, updated 
and appropriate]

[The course/syllabus 
has enabled you to 
update knowledge in 
the subject area]

[The course has 
enabled your 
ward to build 
his/her career]

Strongly Agree 150 160 135 151 146 158 185
Agree 318 302 308 302 290 299 266
Indifferent 21 29 34 30 42 30 30
Disagree 12 8 22 18 20 11 14
Strongly Disagree 5 7 7 5 8 8 11

Any other suggestions/comments.
syllabus of math
Don't cover all syllabus of old math books 
In the syllabus many chapters are excluded
So covers all chapter of old books in syllabus

Syllabus of math
Don't cover all the chapter of old books 
Exclude all syllabus

In college should be many rooms . In college should be different type of courses  like speaking english,prepration of any compitive exams etc.

Exam Pattern of KUK was better
So I think GJU should focus on exam pattern and syllabus of Bsc 
computer lab honi chahiye
Fans should be working properly in classrooms
No comments
Average
Satisfied 
Satisfactory result 
parents teacher meeting
Creativity increases 
Remove stage fear 
No
No
Syllabus should be as that help for building career 
Interview classes honi chahiye.
No
No
Computer lab honi chahiye
No
No
There should be large space in library for study.
Satisfied 
There should be large space for sitting in library.
Satisfied 
Good anyway
Good
No
No
1-All books are not according to the syllabus ,in fact teacher guide us to learn from the internet or prefer different book's author.
which are hard to get from shop because specified author's book are not available mostly.
2-books are even not available in the college to purchase.
3-library condition is not good for regular student whose lectures are continuous from 9 am to 3:45 pm (from 1:30 pm to 2:15 pm lecture is free because of students distribution in group  but till this time book can not be issued).
4-library book issue timing must be change which is 10 am to 1 pm, it should be all day or at least until college is opened.
5-books are related with computer programming are locked in the cupboard,to read the book within the library or issued it,student's mostly avoid because they cannot guess the right book just by it book's cover, they have to compare more book,check the content or syllabus of books.
6-last year paper and syllabus,few question are out of syllabus even last year also followed the same syllabus.(web designing 1)
7-Need of additional RAM in computers in lab because of lack of speed and performance of systems.
8-free wifi for students(at least for bca and bsc)
Everything is good 👍
Syllabus should be such that make students skillful and practical in their life. 
Syllabus should be such that make students skillful and be practical in their life. 
1. Wifi connection. 
2.Good books in library
3.We need extra room for classes
Recess period 
No 
Wifi connection ,good books inlibrary
WiFi.connection..good books for library
WiFi.connection..good books for library
WiFi.connection..good books for library
Class rooms
Need Improvement in Study 
Satisfied 
No wifi connection    good books for library
Class room

No wifi connection ACTION TAKEN REPORT (REGRADING SYLLABI)
More books and classes for study



No 1 Regarding the revision of syllabus of various subjects, a letter has been dispatched to the registrar of the affiliating University to take the necessary action.

Satisfied 2
As far as the requirement of additional infrastrucure such as classroom and library, a new building has been approved by the state 
government and the local PWD department has initiated the process of construction of the same.

Classroom 3 As sson as the new library building is constructed the college has planned to purchase sufficient amount of books as per the reuirement of the students.
Satisfied 
Water and. Classroom
Library sitting,rooms,canteen
No
No
Class room


